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Multi Art Events is a Monaco based organisation founded in 2013 by Wendy Lauwers. 
It is an original concept dedicated to promoting contemporary art through three 
entities : Multi Art Events, Multi Art Gallery and ‘ART’ Art Riviera Tour.

The synergy of these three entities gives an unique insight in today’s contemporary 
art where artists are placed in the heart of artistic news by propelling them both in 
the press and social network, as well as in notoriety through events and the follow-up 
done for each artist individually. 

ABOUT
MULTI ART EVENTS

MULTI ART EVENTS

Multi Art Events is an artistic platform recognised for the quality of its own events and 
for its collaborations with certain large-scale international events. Multi Art Events 
creates artistic events, highlighting artistic creation in all its forms and in the diversity 
of its most striking trends. 

Multi Art Events organises contemporary art exhibitions in Monaco and in 
France (Saint-Tropez, Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, Nice, Paris...) and partners with 
TCM to exhibit its artists in Dubai, Miami and New York.

By joining the Multi Art Events community, artists not only participate in exhibitions 
but benefit from regular media support and highlighting backed up by solid visibility 
on social media. Painters, sculptors, photographers and other visual artists come 
together under this label on events where there are as many established international 
artists as promising young emerging artists.

MULTI ART GALLERY

Wendy Lauwers reinvented the concept of the traditional art gallery by adapting it 
to today’s expectations. Multi Art Gallery is an online contemporary art gallery that 
offers its artists and collectors the same services as a traditional gallery. 

Multi Art Gallery represents 100 contemporary artists from all nationalities, 
each representative of a strong current in their own artistic discipline 
(painters, sculptors, photographers, designers....). The online gallery also supports 
occasionally events organised in exceptional places. Many Multi Art Gallery artists 
have been with us for years and honor us with their trust.
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The Monegasque online art gallery ‘Multi Art Gallery’ by Wendy Lauwers launched the 
first edition of the Art Riviera Tour ‘ART’ in 2020.

Art Riviera Tour ‘ART’ is an ephemeral art exhibition that includes a rigorous selection 
of international artists. The first edition of the temporary exhibition took place in 
Saint-Tropez in September 2020. With the help of many partners, the exhibition took 
over the patio and rooftop of the prestigious Hotel de Paris.

The second edition held in Saint Jean Cap Ferrat in July 2021, was a real success 
with 25 painters, photographers, sculptors and furniture designers exhibited their 
creations. 

The next edition of ART will take place in Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat in the South 
of France  from July 11th to 24th, 2022.

ART - ART RIVIERA TOUR
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Multi Art Gallery Artists: 1 Mooven’s. 2 Anne-Marie Torrisi. 3 Rodolphe Gentilhomme 4 Nenad Petrović. 5 Pachamamart. 6 Yapa Bandara. 
7 Mario Falchi. 8 Sophie Brugger. 9 Nina Tescar. 10 Patrick Deguine. 11 Dorian Vanhorenbeeck. 12 Michèle Pedersen
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L AU R A C A S I N I

To live in harmony with the universe, each living being must activate its highest energies. Through 
her creations, Laura Casini, chromatic poetess, stimulates and activates these energies bringing to 
the observer a strong feeling of vitality. Movement, light, and colors are the main elements of her 
artistic expression. Her works is to be touched and felt. All her Art is about meaning and connection. 
Layers of iridescent colors merge to create a deep sense of depth and seem to dance on the canvas. 
Her creations change endlessly depending on the lighting and the orientation we give to the work. 
Femininity and strength radiate from her paintings. Be inebriated, be surprised allowing her Art, 
being in a spot without a lot of direct light, to reveal you its own secret radiance.

Viaggiatori nel Tempo
Acrylic on canvas 

70 x 70 cm

C e’ Stato un Tempo in Cui (2021)
Acrylic on canvas
80 x 80 cm
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Where we Belong (2020)
Acrylic on canvas
60 x 50 cm
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Born in 1960 in the Loiret region in France, Roger Dame has been drawing since he was a child and 
start painting in gouache at 14. 

Through his very varied works, he seeks a freeze frame of present or past time. His specialty is oil 
painting on linen canvas. He also works on high quality papier graphite and colored lead. Roger 
Dame is particularly fascinated by hyperrealism. His technique is classic and remains traditional: 
sketch by thin grisaille, then painting, retouching, details, and multiple glazes.

Temps Passé
Oil on canvas

70 x 40 cm

Entre Deux Eaux
Oil on canvas

61 x 50 cm

R O G E R dA M E
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Attérissage Champêtre
Oil on canvas
100 x 73 cm
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CHRISTOPHE dE FIERLANT

Christophe de Fierlant is a Belgian painter and poet. He has been painting and writing poems since he 
was 17. After studying Art History, he had the idea of creating a bridge between his two art forms. In 
his paintings, which have been growing lately, and which could be described as abstract expressionist, 
his poems are the backbone. He creates his own world where colors, movements and words provide 
emotions that never leave you indifferent. Besides, he thinks that color (given that white and black 
are colors) is the most important thing in art. Particular sign: He paints a jacket for each new opening!

The gardens of Babylon
Acrylic and bold pencil on canvas
120 x 100 cm

Small Pieces of You
Acrylic, bold pencil and acrylic felt on raw linen

160 x 124 cm
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We are all Artists
Acrylic on canvas
120 x 80 cm
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Italian born in Monaco, Belinda Bussotti alias BELI is a painter, photographer, and sculptor. Involved 
in causes dear to her heart such as the preservation of the planet, she tries to raise awareness 
through art. In 2018, she was invited to participate in the Urban Painting Around the World (UPAW) by 
the Speerstra Gallery in Paris/Geneva and in 2019 on the theme of endangered animals. Since 2010, 
she has worked for the defense of sharks and oceans and has been exhibiting her fins and seahorses 
in mythical places such as the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco, Moscow (Ekatarina Foundation), 
Beijing (National Museum of China), Miami, Las Vegas among others. Her large canvases of corals 
joined the Prince Albert II Foundation (FPA2) following the UPAW 2018. 

In 2020, Beli founded Art Action to go further in her approach to help the oceans. Art Action is an 
online art gallery exhibiting artists committed to give parts of the profits to selected associations.

Missing 
Installation with 1m high resin seahorse and fisherman net on painted canvas 
200 x 200 cm

BELI
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Bronze seahorse
1 m high
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NEW YORK / MARCH 2022

In partnership with TCM, this fair will be held from March 24th to 27th, 2022 at the 
Metropolitan pavilion, 125 W 18th St, New York. This fair is the protagonist of the New 

York art week and is in conjunction with the prestigious Armory Show.

MONACO / APRIL 2022

Multi Art Gallery organises a new exhibition at the only temporary art gallery in 
Monaco, Espace 22, from April 8th to 18th, 2022 with a selection of artists: painters, 

sculptors and photographs. 

MONACO / APRIL 2022

Multi Art Events organises the charity auction of the Association Femmes Leaders 
Mondiales Monaco for the prevention of cardiovascular diseases in women during 

the gala evening on April 7th, 2022 at the Monaco Yacht Club.

MONACO / APRIL 2022

Multi Art Events exhibits several of its artists at the Grimaldi Forum during the Monaco  
International Book Fair from April 16th to 17th, 2022.

SAINT JEAN CAP FERRAT / JuLY 2022

After the success of the last edition in 2021 and with the unconditional support of the 
town hall of Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat and our partners, ‘ART’ Art Riviera Tour will return 

for an exhibition of contemporary artworks from July 11th to 24th, 2022.

MIAMI / DECEMBER 2022

Multi Art Events partners with TCM to exhibit its artists at the Aqua Art Miami (Miami 
Art Basel) from November 30th to December 4th, 2022.

MONACO / DECEMBER 2022

A new exhibition will be organised at the Espace 22, the only temporary gallery in 
Monaco from December 8th to 18th, 2022 to end a great year in perspective.

AGENdA
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PAT R O N AG E

S P O N S O R S

Poet at heart, short story writer and talented novelist 
from a young age, Cécile seeks through writing for the 
sources of spirituality and the origin of things. 

Her soul as a philosopher and poet is always on a 
spiritual quest for the world 
beyond, eternity. 

Her production touches as 
much on the novel, as on the 
short story, on children’s 
tales, on poetry of course 
its primary source, on 
philosophical and spiritual 
essays. 

She supports many 
events combining beauty, 
elegance, glamor, without 
forgetting tolerance 
(disability among others).

She has forged solid collaborations to reach the 
highest step of perfection. Godmother and benefactor 
to numerous associations and foundations in France 
and abroad. 

Editor‑in‑chief for numerous magazines, national 
and international directories, Cécile is committed 
to beautiful and noble causes such as disability, 
education and battered women and associates her 
pen through artistic and poetic connections (artists, 
painters, photographers...).

Workshop leader, speaker and trainer on various 
themes such as disability or eco‑citizenship. Partner, 
sponsor and patron of many artists, French and 
foreign fashion designers, top athletes.

Contact: 
+33(0) 1 30 58 59 48 / +33(0) 6 25 71 52 49
cecile.avelinecollot@gmail.com

Cécile Aveline - Collot
AmbAssAdor for Arts, Culture And PeACe



www.absolutcarsconsulting.com

Specialist in Hypercars, Supercars, rare and exotic sports since 2009.
Import and export Europe and worldwide in complete confidentiality.

Contact: contact@absolutcarsconsulting.com

Tel.: +33 3 70 21 97 47
Mobile: +33 6 08 95 01 69

personalized search - car consignment 
transport - security

a b s o lu t c a r s
c o n s u lt i n g

Follow us

absolut.cars.consulting
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SOME OF OUR PAST EXHIBITIONS



MULTI ART EVENTS / GALLERY MONACO
BY WENDY LAUWERS

Tel: +33 (0)6 80 86 59 56

multiartevents@monaco.mc 
multiartgallery@monaco.mc

Follow us

FB: @multiartevents / @multiartgallery / @artrivieratour
Instagram: #multiartevents / #multiartgallery / #artrivieratour

Legal Depot Monaco 2022
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